Boulder Food Rescue
Meeting Date:  June 6th, 2013, 5pm
Location:  Elliott’s Casa
Present: Elliott, Rhonda, Nora, Xavier, Hana, Bill
Meeting Begun: 5:10 pm
Meeting Adjourned: 6:45pm

Agenda:
Ceremonious pie dance for Rhonda.  Successful.  Nora made strawberry-rubarb cobbler.
New Board Member
	Debated the merits of Turner and Paul. Discussing what we’re looking for in a new board member. Candidate needs to know BFR, organizational skills, possibly diversity of ideas. Decided to put out an open call to all volunteers and advisory board members. Call will include a job description and ask applicants to describe what they would bring to the board, how long they have been involved in BFR and their level of involvement, and any ideas they have for improving the organization, or ideas for a vision for the organization over the next few years. Deadline for applicants will be two weeks after the call goes to volunteers. Applications will be discussed at the July board meeting.  
Advisory Board Roles and Responsibilities
	Debated the roles of the advisory board. Read the bylaws about the role of the advisory board. Might disband the advisory board in its current form and move to a team of advisors who meet with the board and focus groups. This would allow us to go national, such as getting Jonathon Bloom. Debated how to get current advisors more involved and get them to follow through with commitments. Expectations of each advisory member could be different and would be defined. Debated increasing the number of allowable advisory board members from 6 to undefined. Agreed that the board should be responsible for defining the roles of the advisory board. Discussed if anything is lost by not having an advisory board meeting. Term limits could be minimum of 1 year and maximum of 2 years. The board can renew the term. 

Update the bylaws to remove the maximum number, the expectation of each advisor defined by board, board works with advisors independently around their role, meet every six months for Boulder.

Hana at Half Time Pay (not work)
Hana offered to cut her hours to half time and volunteer the other half of her time. Board decided that instead of cutting hours, she will remain full time and spend half of her time (20 hours) raising money. Bill suggested subscription membership for individual donors that automatically renews each month. Elliot brought up the adopt-a-route. Hana will remain full time. 
Board Meeting Procedures
Note-Taking Protocol
Facilitator Designation

Discussed how notes have been taken and whether we need to be more formal or have a specific protocol for note taking. Prompted by Caleb trying to read the notes and not being able to make sense of them. Decided to post the notes on the robot but not email to volunteers. Concensus: don’t take shitty Elliot-style notes.

July Plan
Visioning session
Come with our “stories.”  How did we get to this point with Boulder Food Rescue?  Why do we care? What are our hopes for BFR, what are our fears?

Hana will present long term goals → Mid term goals → short term goals.  Start with end goal, then bring it to now.  Create action steps to get to every point along the way.  Timelines are included.

Together we will create these steps and figure out our funding strategies to support our goals, and in no way change our goals.

1 year plan action steps
Discuss fundamental goals for year June 2013 - June 2014
Draft concrete plan
Action steps
Deadlines
Budget Considerations
Progress Reports 

